
Date: August 1, 2022

Subject:   WHY THE PELOSI TRIP TO ASIA AND TAIWAN IS SUCH A BIG DEAL TO CHINA

There is a lot of history but rather than spend pages and pages giving all the details just the key
bullet points will be explained and the we get down to the core of this report:

 1 FACE: In China “FACE and RESPECT” go hand in hand  (as it is with all Asian Countries if
you lift up the face of a person or group or nation you are lifted up.), if you shame the other
party from their point of view (not your view), then expect to be shunned or shut out unless the
person is a true believer then after they sort things out wit Jesus then healing of the relationship
can begin.

 2 WHEN THE CHINA POWER BASE WAS MOVED FROM TAIWAN TO BEIJING: At the
end of ww2 when the United Nations was formed, it was decided by the USA that Taiwan
would be China to the UN and the world so most of the diplomatic relationships were with
Taiwan. When Nixon invited mainland China to be China to the world, one thing he failed at
miserably was to retain Taiwan as a fully country with diplomatic relationships but a different
name.

 3 PROTOCOL: For many years there was an implied protocol that high ranking people from
other countries wanting to visit Taiwan would fly first to Beijing and get approval then fly on to
Taiwan.

 4 WHAT CHINA THINKS: For China this proves to them that Taiwan is part of China
 5 WHAT TAIWAN THINKS: Taiwan does not believe it is part of China but it in fact is a country

by itself with total freedom to be who they want to be.

Now that you understand the geopolitical issues, we can get down to the core of the angst in
China and why they will start a war over what we see as a state visit to Taiwan (a free state) Beijing
views as their own property and not going through Beijing to get there is viewed as both a slap in the
face and a direct attack on them.

BEFORE DIVING INTO THE REPORT THERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS WHICH
YOU MUST ANSWER TO UNDERSTAND THE FULLY DELICATE NATURE OF THINGS
AS WELL AS HOW THE WORLD OUTSIDE VIEWS THINGS:

 1 QUESTION 1: WHY NANCY PELOSI: ?

 1.1 ANSWER PART 1: JOE BIDEN IS SICK AND CAN NOT TRAVEL THE LONG
HAUL  TRIPS  TO  ASIA,  AND  THIS  TYPE  OF  TRIP  SHOULD  BE  A
PRESIDENTIAL LEVEL TRIP.

 1.2 SO THEN WHY NOT KAMELA THE VICE PRESIDENT ? TO BE BLUNT SHE
HAS  ALREADY MADE  A TOTAL FOOL OF HERSELF  IN  FRONT OF THE
LEADERS ON THE LIST WHO NEED MORE CONFIDENCE THAT THE USA IS
NOT BEING RUN BY A TOTAL BUNCH OF BOZOS.

 1.3 SO WHY PELOSI ? THE ANSWER IS VERY SIMPLE WHEN YOU LOOK AT
THE USA CONSTITUTION BECAUSE IT SAYS THAT THE SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE IS THIRD IN LINE FOR THE JOB OF PRESIDENT, SO THE CHINESE
CORRECTLY STATED THINGS THAT PELOSI IS NUMBER 3 AND SHOULD BE



VIEWED  AS  VERY  IMPORTANT.  THEREFORE  SHE  HAS  BEEN  SILENTLY
APPOINTED PRESIDENT PROTEM FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS TRIP.

 2 WHY NOW ? WHAT IS SO URGENT?  

 2.1 THE ANSWER TO THAT QUESTION IS THIS: THE WAR IN THE UKRAINE
IS SPREADING AND IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONNECT WITH ALL ALLIES TO
UNDERSTAND THINGS IN DETAIL.

 3 WHAT ARE THE VERY PRICKLY POINTS OF THIS TRIP?

 3.1 On the call with Xi, Joe Biden rejected the “rule” that a visitor to Taiwan must first
go to mainland China before going to Taiwan.

 3.2 On the call  with Joe Biden, Xi refused to back away from his own stand, thus
raising the stakes between USA and China regarding a possible visit  to Taiwan by
Nancy Pelosi.

 3.3 AND, in particular Nancy Pelosi, rejected the “rule” that a visitor to Taiwan must
first go to mainland China before going to Taiwan.

Sadly the USA refuses to back down from the bully position to a more normal position.

 1 What the USA does not realize is that by trying to be the global bully, the USA is edging to a
war in which it has very few friends at the end of the day.

 2 Let us look at some of the things which happened so far:
 2.1 When China said they would potentially shoot down the Pelosi plane the USA military

immediately planned to send fighter escorts for the entire trip.

 2.2 China went ballistic in anger and immediately started sending armor to the China side of
the Taiwan straits to be ready to invade if needed.

 2.3 The  USA then  promptly  ordered  the  carrier  task  force  which  was  in  Singapore  to
immediately go to Taiwan. Also another carrier task force is headed to that area but since
they are farther away it will take a few days for them to arrive.

 3 If you look carefully, each move by each side has a counter move, yet each counter move is not
a move of resolution of things, instead it is a blunt statement to the other side that we know you
are coming and we are ready to wipe you out when you arrive. Or in some cases before you
arrive.

 4 Part  of  the  “bully  vs  bully”  action  comes  from the  simple  fact  that  the  USA is  currently
regarded as the single world ‘Superpower”, however because of greed and blunders the USA
has done more to undermine it’s own position globally than any other country has done.  China
wants to be the primary super power in the world, and depending on how China handles things
China may be the next world super power or it may be the biggest third world country trying to
get back on its feet before declaring a war it was not prepared to fight to the death to win.



 5 From Chinese Media "If Pelosi tries to visit Taiwan, the Chinese will respond militarily.” Asked
to comment on a recent Financial Times report which suggested Beijing would respond military
should the speaker of the House visit Taiwan, China’s government confirmed the contents as
true. This ensures that a plane with Pelosi onboard and some fighter escorts are now defined as
primary targets for the Chinese military, and also treating a Visit of Pelosi to be an act of war
tells us that for sure because of American arrogance China will in fact go to a HOT war with the
USA not just some “sanctions” war.

 5.1 What would be the effects of a war between the USA and China ?
 5.1.1 USA would call in NATO
 5.1.2 USA and Europe would lose their biggest trading and supplier partners (China).

 5.1.2.1 No medicines
 5.1.2.2 Lots of other items
 5.1.2.3 made in china would be no more and since the USA no longer makes

many of the things needed how will consumer needs be met ?

 5.1.3 YOUR DAY TO DAY LIFE AS YOU KNOW IT TO BE NOW WOULD
CEASE TO EXIST. YOU COULD EASILY BE THROWN BACK TO HOW LIFE
WAS IN THE MID 1800’S

 6 PELOSI  HAS  LANDED  IN  SINGAPORE  AND  SAID  HER  TOUR  IN  ASIA WILL
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea and Japan. THERE
WAS  NO  MENTION  OF TAIWAN  WHICH  HAD  BEEN  TOUTED  IN   THE  USA
BEFORE LEAVING ON THE TRIP.

 6.1 ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION: WHY IS HER PLANE STILL ESCORTED
BY FIGHTERS IF SHE IS NOT GOING TO TAIWAN????

 6.2 ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION: On Saturday, the US landed significant new
military hardware at a base in Okinawa, some 500 miles from Taiwan.  WHY ?????

 6.3 ASK YOURSELF THIS QUESTION: US & JAPANESE PARATROOPERS ARE
BOARDING AIRCRAFT IN GUAM TO FLY WEST (towards TAIWAN) ostensibly to
continue to Indonesia for  parachute insertion at the Garuda Shield training exercise...
General Flynn stated that Japan has never participated in this exercise before.  WHY
NOW ????

 6.4 NOW  CONSIDER  THIS:  Bloomberg's  China  editor  John  Liu  said  in  an
appearance on the network on Sunday: 'I  do think it's  worth mentioning that  not
mentioning if there will be a trip to Taiwan on her itinerary is different from saying
she will  not go to Taiwan.'  He added: 'It is not off the table that there could be a
surprise visit.'  ( IT IS THE OPINION OF THIS ANALYST THAT IT IS ABOUT A
90% CHANCE OF A SURPRISE VISIT TO TAIWAN)

Remember in these evil and trying times Jesus is the only answer.

 


